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Barack Obama administration underwrote a further 
military surge in Afghanistan in 2009. Successive US 
administrations also supported an “engage but hedge” 
strategy toward Beijing that sought closer economic 
and diplomatic ties with China while strengthening 
relations with key Asian powers like India. India, for 
its part, sought stability in Afghanistan and an ap-
proach toward China similar to that of the United 
States. New Delhi has also been eager to win normal-
ized recognition as a nuclear power and assume a seat 
on the United Nations Security Council. Again, while 
dissent existed, the center of gravity of India’s domes-
tic foreign policy debate moved away from the insu-
lar and anti-western position of earlier decades and 
opened up to global challenges and opportunities.   

Like external events, however, domestic debates shift.  
Sometimes they lead; sometimes they follow. Today, 
United States and Indian foreign policy goals seem 
largely in alignment. But shifts in domestic senti-
ments may be occurring. Majorities in the United 
States approved the return of American forces from 
Iraq and support a similar withdrawal from Afghani-
stan. The United States is no longer surging toward 
South Asia in either sentiment or reality. Along with 
reducing defense expenditures, the United States is 
pivoting toward Asia. Among many interpretations, 
some believe this move will diminish the relevance 
of South Asia. The United States will not engage in 
large-scale reconstruction operations in two differ-
ent regions and is increasingly looking to prioritize 
one region. East Asia may take precedence over both 
the Middle East and South Asia. Others argue that 
the shift will enhance the relevance of the Indian 
Ocean as the vital transit region for deploying limited 
American forces between the Middle East and Asia. 
This shift will make the US-India relationship more 
relevant as the United States increasingly looks for 
reliable security partners. The debate suggests that do-
mestic interpretations are in flux. Now is the time to 
pay attention to them as leading indicators of where 
domestic sentiments that interpret external events 
may be tending.

Schools of Thought

This report summarizes a recent conference on do-
mestic foreign policy debates in India and the United 
States, co-hosted by the Sigur Center for Asian 

Diplomatic Transformation

Over the past decade and a half, relations between 
the United States and India have undergone a rapid 
and significant transformation. Washington and New 
Delhi have turned aside decades of mutual distrust 
and forged a strategic partnership that currently 
enjoys widespread support in both countries. Could 
this bilateral partnership become one of the defining 
relationships of the coming era? What caused this 
unprecedented change, and what might cause it to 
change again?

External events played a key role. The end of the Cold 
War cut India loose from its perceived alignment with 
the Soviet Union and left the United States by default 
as the only global superpower. A rising China, persis-
tent regional rivalries, a globalizing world economy 
and terrorist attacks eventually led both countries to 
reassess their relationships. They drew closer to one 
another in a strategic minuet to combat terrorism, 
boost economic ties and help maintain the future bal-
ance of power in Asia. 

In a short decade, the United States and India con-
cluded a major civilian nuclear cooperation agreement, 
initiated regular and significant military (especially 
naval) exercises, began talks on a bilateral investment 
treaty and launched a series of bilateral dialogues that 
at last count numbered 31.1 

Domestic Debates

External events change, however, and they could 
change again. Alone they are never determinative; 
they have to be interpreted. And differing interpreta-
tions of China and Pakistan, of the extent of terror-
ist threats and of the evolving nature of the coming 
world exist in both the United States and India. As 
vibrant democracies, both countries are awash in do-
mestic debates about foreign policy. 

Over the past decade, domestic debates lined up to 
drive the two countries closer together. The United 
States surged into South Asia to combat Al Qaeda 
and the Taliban and became a key player present in 
the region. While there was always dissent, the do-
mestic debate in the United States supported a sec-
ond term for George W. Bush, and the newly elected 
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ers, the Sigur Center’s Deepa Ollapally and Rajesh 
Rajagopalan of Jawaharlal Nehru University identify 
three major schools of thought. 5 

The first is a nationalist view that insists on Indian 
autonomy and independence. One variant of this 
view, which the study calls neo-nationalist (or soft 
nationalist), identifies with Nehru and India’s post-
independence foreign policy of non-alignment, disar-
mament, and anti-colonialism. Its adherents believe 
that India is a developing nation with millions of poor 
people and not ready for world power. India should 
instead devote most of its attention and resources to 
development at home. A second variant, which the 
study labels hyper-nationalist (an assertive Jackso-
nian perspective – Ollapally and Rajagopalan’s terms 
are descriptive not prejudicial), also insists on Indian 
autonomy but from a more self-confident military 
perspective, concerned about new threats to Indian se-
curity particularly from China. It rejects what is seen 
as India’s historical military self-restraint. Neither 
nationalist strain is interested in formal alliance or 
tight alignment with the United States. Although the 
hyper-nationalist variant may be willing to develop 
military ties with the United States that serve Indian 
interests and independence, it is deeply distrustful of 
US reliability as a military supplier. 

A second Indian foreign policy school of thought is a 
great power realist school. This school seeks a greater 
role for India on the world scene, international rec-
ognition as a nuclear power and a permanent seat on 
the UNSC. It is comfortable with the idea of strategic 
partnerships but not a strategic alliance. It prefers 
partnerships with multiple countries, not exclusively 
or, at this stage, primarily with the United States. This 
school still harbors some suspicions of the United 
States due to perceived past US indifference and 
indeed hostility toward India. It favors a “position of 
strength” for India from which to negotiate with the 
United States and other great powers. It advocates an 
array of strategic partners around India such as Japan, 
Australia and potentially Iran, what one Indian partic-
ipant called a “diamond necklace” to counter China’s 
“string of pearls” strategy involving ports and possible 
Chinese naval bases around the Indian Ocean. While 
seeking a seat on the UNSC, the great power school 
is uncomfortable with UN interventions to stanch 
the proliferation of nuclear weapons (as with Iran and 

Studies at the Elliott School of International Af-
fairs of the George Washington University and the 
Center for a New American Security (CNAS). The 
conference formed part of a larger research project 
sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation of New York 
tracking domestic foreign policy debates and their 
implications for the United States in five aspiring or 
rising powers—China, India, Iran, Japan and Rus-
sia. Such debates are complex and sometimes difficult 
to access. Any effort to understand them requires a 
comparative framework to distinguish among differ-
ing points of view. The Sigur Center study applies the 
“schools of thought” approach popularized by Walter 
Russell Mead’s study of American foreign policy.2  
Mead identifies longstanding American foreign policy 
schools known by the presidents and periods with 
which they are associated—Jeffersonians, Jacksonians, 
Hamiltonians and Wilsonians. In their more generic 
form, these worldviews exist in all countries—isola-
tionism, nationalism, realism and globalism. Histori-
cally, domestic groups tend to cluster in these catego-
ries. The groups differ in terms of the scope, objectives 
and means of foreign policy they prefer and while 
they consider all possibilities – geography, power, val-
ues and institutions – they emphasize some more than 
others. Nationalists and realists tend to emphasize 
geography and power, isolationists and globalists stress 
ideas and institutions. Initial efforts applying this 
framework resulted in an edited volume, Worldviews 
of Aspiring Powers: Domestic Foreign Policy Debates in 
China, India, Iran, Japan and Russia, to be published 
in September 2012 by Oxford University Press.3  

The conference featured a debate among Indian repre-
sentatives of various foreign policy schools of thought 
followed by reactions from American representatives 
of various schools of thought.4 The objective was to 
identify generic as well as specific differences among 
the schools of thought in each country, assess their 
relative weight, and anticipate the future directions of 
that country’s debates. Are the debates in the United 
States and India moving in the same or different di-
rections? Do they portend convergence or divergence 
of foreign relations in the future? This report briefly 
summarizes the results.

Indian Worldviews

In their study of India in Worldviews of Aspiring Pow-
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Pakistan is definitely a problem … but to the extent 
that it is state or quasi-state sponsored, the best an-
swer for India lies in establishing a cooperative rela-
tionship with Pakistan in investigating these terrorist 
incidents.”

Realists, on the other hand, stress the advantage that 
terrorists have in the use of asymmetric warfare and 
debate the strategies of counter-terrorism and coun-
ter-insurgency strategies. At this stage, no one seems 
to know the potential impact of America’s gradual 
shift from a counter-insurgency, boots-on-the-ground 
strategy to an offshore, drone, missile and quick strike 
approach. The offshore approach has the potential 
to exacerbate conflicts with strategic partners, as we 
observe in the case of America’s raid to kill Osama bin 
Laden and the tensions this produced in Pakistan. But 
it also reduces the US footprint in the region, which, 
at least for some Indian groups, has been a source of 
resentment in the past.  

Afghanistan 

The switch of US strategies toward combating ter-
rorism has its greatest impact in Afghanistan. What 
does the drawdown and potential pullout of US and 
NATO forces mean? Some Indian groups, especially 
nationalists resentful of foreign interventions in the 
region, believe that it may be good for India. It might 
facilitate internal reconciliation in Afghanistan and 
improve relations with Pakistan. Hyper-nationalists 
think that a crisis in post-US Afghanistan just might 
force India to overcome its self-imposed military 
restraint; they want India to play a more proactive 
role. Many others, however, fear that it may make 
matters worse, especially if the Taliban, supported by 
Pakistan, regains significant influence in Afghanistan. 
Afghanistan was home to anti-Indian terrorist groups 
before 9/11; many Indians fear the reversion of that 
country to a terrorist sanctuary once again. Realists in 
India therefore are hedging their bets. India’s aid to 
Afghanistan already exceeds $2 billion, and some of 
India’s reluctance to punish Iran over nuclear weapons 
derives from the need to cultivate Iranian cooperation 
to access Afghanistan after America withdraws, as-
suming India’s rivalry with Pakistan persists.

Lalit Mansingh (realist): Regarding American 
policy in Afghanistan: “We are a bit bewildered 

North Korea) or to prevent humanitarian tragedies (as 
in Libya and Syria). 

A third Indian school of thought is globalist. It sees 
economic growth and environmental sustainability 
as the principal prerequisites for Indian security. It 
stresses the energy dependence of India and the need 
to develop resource and economic opportunities both 
westward toward Central Asia and Iran (including 
gas pipelines and transportation routes) and eastward 
toward Bangladesh, Myanmar and Southeast Asia 
(expanding resources and markets). It tends to mini-
mize the threats from China and Pakistan because 
they divert attention and resources from development, 
emphasizing the fact that other countries are reacting 
to contain China. Economic growth, according to this 
worldview, is the only sure route to military security. 
Many globalists would argue that India needs at least 
another decade of uninterrupted high growth in order 
to overcome its primary domestic challenge of poverty. 

Issues and Implications for US-India 
Relations

The differences among the various schools of thought 
in Indian foreign policy produce an array of views on 
specific issues. The Sigur Center-CNAS conference, 
and the forthcoming Oxford volume, bring out these 
differences in high relief. Nine issues stand out:

Terrorism

The not insignificant threat of terrorism has drawn 
the United States and India together. The United 
States still mourns the nearly 3,000 Americans who 
died on 9/11. In India, from January 1, 2002 to March 
11, 2012, 7,239 civilians, 2,659 security forces person-
nel, and 11,420 terrorists died in terrorist attacks,6 of 
which the Mumbai attacks in 2008 were among the 
worst. Groups in the two countries, however, assess 
the threats differently. Nationalists and globalists 
in both countries tend to view the threats as more 
manageable and other threats such as China as more 
important. As one Indian participant, Mani Shankar 
Aiyar, current Member of Indian Parliament (Rajya 
Sabha), put it: “Terrorism is a threat to our domestic 
peace in an episodic manner; it’s hardly a threat to 
the nation’s security as a whole … the terrorism from 
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Most of the groups have doubts that India can count 
on the US for a favorable outcome in South Asia 
despite the serious setbacks in US-Pakistan relations 
recently, as long as the US reliance on the Pakistani 
military continues. 

Lalit Mansingh (realist): Pakistan “threatens 
India at the conventional level, at the sub-con-
ventional level, which is through terrorism, and at 
the nuclear level. We need to face it not by mere 
discussion. We have been having a dialogue with 
both China and Pakistan for all these years (but) 
we haven’t come to any particular understanding 
... [India] has to be strong economically, politically, 
militarily, and then discuss with countries like 
China and Pakistan from a position of strength.”

Mani Shankar Aiyar (soft nationalist): “Not until 
the Ministry of External Affairs stops obsessing 
about Pakistan and starts thinking about our larger 
security requirements, will we be able to move in 
that direction.”

 

China

For realists and many nationalists in India, China is 
the greatest potential threat to India over the long 
run. China’s rise is the principal development that has 
brought the United States into the Indian strategic 
equation, and the objective now is to hedge against 
one great power, China, without succumbing to an-
other, the United States. There is concern from time 
to time that the United States may draw too close 
to China and exclude India in an attempt to man-
age power bilaterally through Beijing. That fear at the 
outset of the Obama administration led India and 
the United States to initiate the US-India Strategic 
Dialogue, which meets in summer 2012 for the third 
time. On the other hand, there is equal fear among 
many realists and soft nationalists that the United 
States may become too confrontational with China. 
Globalists worry most about any stepped up competi-
tion with China threatening economic benefits—Chi-
na is currently India’s number one trade partner. They 
are wary about the increasing push by realists and 
hard nationalists to utilize India’s potential leverage 
over China in bilateral areas like the Tibet issue and 
relations with Vietnam.   

about what kind of policy is being pursued. Wash-
ington’s signals are a bit confusing to us. We would 
like a more coherent policy.”

Bharat Karnad (hard nationalist): “If the US is 
negotiating a withdrawal with the Taliban, the 
US must make sure that the links between the 
Afghan Taliban [are] severed [from] the Pakistani 
Taliban.”  There are “follow-on steps and measures 
that need to be taken by somebody. The US is keen 
to get out, no matter what the costs to the region. 
That seems to be the American posture. Then I 
think we’d be saddled with the problems.” 

Mani Shankar Aiyar (soft nationalist): “India 
has the enormous advantage … for us, there is the 
civilizational connection to Afghanistan, which is 
entirely in our favor. [This] is the Afghanistan that 
existed before the Americans went in, and the Af-
ghanistan that will continue to be, after the Amer-
icans go out. I regretted the Americans coming 
into Afghanistan, and I welcome the prospect of 
their going away. But there has to be an endgame, 
and that endgame is one that should principally be 
played by the Afghans themselves.” 

Pakistan 

The rivalry between India and Pakistan constitutes 
the crux of strategic instability in South Asia. For 
some Indians, again principally nationalists resentful 
of foreign intervention, the United States exacerbated 
the problem by training terrorists to fight the Soviet 
Union, then leaving Afghanistan while the Taliban 
secured its hold, only to return when Taliban-aided 
terrorists struck the United States, and now desta-
bilizing an already fractious and potentially failed 
Pakistani state by both massive military aid and cross-
border attacks. For more assertive Indian nationalists 
and realists, the answer lies in modernizing the Indian 
military to cope with asymmetric warfare, replacing a 
top-heavy strategy relying on tanks and aircraft to de-
fend traditional borders. Globalists and domestically-
oriented nationalists may be most optimistic, believing 
that interconnections among Pakistani and Indian 
elites eventually facilitate reconciliation. Continu-
ing conflict with Pakistan, they maintain, only drives 
Pakistan and China closer together (such as encourag-
ing the prospects of a Chinese naval base at Gwadar). 
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the United States has formally endorsed) and India’s 
nuclear liability legislation (which has thus far led to 
the nonparticipation of American companies in the 
Indian nuclear energy sector).

Nationalists generally oppose any compromise on the 
nuclear question—neo-nationalists because of their 
commitment to India’s traditional nuclear disarma-
ment agenda, and hyper-nationalists because they see 
most arms control measures as constraining India. 
Realists and globalists are more open minded on arms 
control, mostly because they want India to be on the 
managerial side of global governance. As for building 
up India’s nuclear weapons capability further, hard na-
tionalists and great power realists favor the rapid de-
velopment of a full-blown nuclear triad to strengthen 
Indian deterrence. Only hyper-nationalists make the 
argument that India needs an intercontinental missile 
capability to achieve credible deterrence. Globalists 
and soft nationalists are opposed to a bigger arsenal, 
arguing that India already possesses a minimum cred-
ible deterrence. Further build up is seen as unneces-
sarily provocative and destabilizing. 

UN Security Council

The United States, as President Obama announced on 
his visit to India in November 2010, officially supports 
India’s permanent membership on the UN Security 
Council. Realists are the most enthusiastic about 
India gaining membership—in large part so that the 
country can have a seat at the high table and signal 
its arrival as a great power. They tend to see member-
ship as India’s “right.” Hard nationalists too would like 
a seat for India, but they think India needs to get to 
the UN Security Council on its own comprehensive 
power, not because the United States or any other 
country endorses it. For this group, India has to earn 
the right, with the metric of admittance being hard 
power capabilities and international consequence as 
a global power. In contrast to realists, domestically-
oriented soft nationalists feel that chasing a spot at 
the Security Council is a waste of time and distraction 
from internal imperatives. Globalists prefer to concen-
trate on modernization and play a role in international 
economic institutions as India’s economic power 
expands.

Bharat Karnad (hard nationalist): India should 
“use Vietnam just as China has used Pakistan vis-
à-vis India. This is a bit controversial, but consid-
ering that … China has proliferated deliberately, 
I think India has been pushed to a point where 
the government would have to seriously consider 
whether or not to respond in kind ... we really 
need to pay back the Chinese in their own kind.”   

Mani Shankar Aiyar (soft nationalist): “God 
forbid that we get ourselves into alliances … or 
entangled into other people’s alliances. It is ab-
solutely essential that we stick to our principle of 
non-alignment … what happened in Afghanistan 
[and Iraq] is illustrative of the importance of our 
keeping away.”  

Lalit Mansingh (realist): Referring to Chinese 
military presence in the Indian Ocean: “An en-
croachment of the global commons is not accept-
able, and we have to be proactive in getting all of 
the countries together to oppose this... does India 
have an answer to the string of pearls? I think we 
have what is called the necklace of diamonds ... we 
have to have a blue water navy, because we have to 
walk the talk.”  

TN Ninan (globalist): “These are catch words,” 
referring to the “diamond necklace” and blue water 
navy strategy. “We have neglected our navy; [we] 
have started ramping up to expand [its] size, but 
a serious blue water navy is a long way off. I don’t 
think, even by 2030, you will see us have a blue 
water navy.”

Non-Proliferation 

The nuclear issue was a major thorn in the flesh of 
US-Indian relations before the recent transforma-
tion. Under the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the United 
States was barred from cooperating with India’s civil-
ian nuclear energy program because of New Delhi’s 
anomalous nuclear status. The two countries reached 
a landmark civilian nuclear cooperation agreement 
and the United States led the diplomatic push to 
win exceptions for India at the International Atomic 
Energy Agency and the Nuclear Suppliers Group. Is-
sues persist, however, including India’s membership in 
the four multilateral non-proliferation regimes (which 
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port aircraft, and lose others, as it did recently in the 
sale of MMRCA fighter aircraft.

Bharat Karnad (hard nationalist): “The problem 
is that there is enormous mistrust in the Indian 
military and maybe it infects and seeps down 
to the government. When it comes to supplier 
transactions, you simply cannot trust America’s 
contractual obligations ... Time and time again, 
the United States has backed off from treaty 
agreements, leave alone commercial contracts, like 
the one on Tarapur fuel. So, this seeds the kind of 
suspicion and certainly distrust on the Indian side. 
We don’t trust the Americans as we do perhaps 
other countries … even if there was a geopoliti-
cal element that was defeated by the trust deficit, 
you couldn’t be certain that tomorrow the US 
Congress would not write something into law that 
would retroactively pretty much wipe out obliga-
tory contractual obligations and there is nothing 
India could do ... we have suffered from it and so 
there was a salutatory message from that as to how 
much India can trust the United States as a sup-
plier of critical military systems.”

Economy, Energy, Trade and Climate Change

Globalists in India prefer a focus on economic de-
velopment and globalization to the threats and great 
power aspirations emphasized by nationalists and 
realists. They emphasize visa, resources and economic 
reforms. India receives almost half of all US H-1B 
and L-1 intra-company transfer visas and complains 
of multiple restrictions. India is an energy deficient 
country that depends on imports for nearly all of 
its energy. But globalists are relatively weak in In-
dia. Nationalists resist liberalization in services (e.g., 
retail markets) and agricultural sectors. Foreign direct 
investment in India has declined by 30 percent since 
2009 and remains far below that of China. Indian 
commercial diplomacy reflects this inertia. Differences 
between India and the United States have stifled the 
Doha Round of multilateral trade negotiations, and 
India-US differences divide climate change talks. In-
dia expresses relatively little interest in the Trans-Pa-
cific Partnership (TPP), which the United States now 
touts, or the possibility of a bilateral India-US free 
trade agreement, which some Americans promote. 

Bharat Karnad (hard nationalist): Speaking about 
a UNSC seat: “We shouldn’t beg for it, as seems to 
be the case … it hurts the national self-respect. . . 
if you’re talking about India as is, then I’m afraid 
India does not deserve to be in the UNSC. I don’t 
see a UNSC seat, especially with a veto, as an en-
titlement. Somehow there is a belief in Delhi that 
it is a right; and I believe, assuming it’s a right, 
that it has to be earned.”  

Lalit Mansingh (realist): “Why not India? Why 
do you have France? The UK? ... by all means, we 
have other forums. We have the G20, and other 
places where India is welcome, where India is 
heard and respected. If that’s the kind of world, 
then I think the UNSC and the UN will be side-
lined, and other forums will take their place.” 

TN Ninan (globalist): “I don’t believe India will 
get there [the UNSC], until it is seen by the US as 
a quasi-ally, at the very least.”

US-India Defense/Military Cooperation

India now conducts more military exercises with 
the United States than with any other country, and 
military ties have been a leading edge of the strategic 
relationship. India is aggressively building and deploy-
ing a blue water navy, anticipating three aircraft carrier 
strike forces by 2022 (two as early as 2015), some 31 
new surface warships (some 130 overall) and six new 
submarines.7 India conducts military exercises with a 
growing number of strategic partners. Very clearly, this 
development has strong support from most schools of 
thought in the two countries. Some lingering nation-
alist sentiments in India, particularly of the Nehruvian 
sort, minimize the threat and reject the expansion of 
armaments. But even those in the United States who 
favor a lower ground forces profile for the United 
States in the Indian Ocean support the naval and air 
force buildup. However, US groups, including nation-
alist and globalist ones, expect India to buy more US 
military equipment, while most Indian groups warn 
against making Indian defense sales a litmus test of 
the relationship. India, they point out, needs flexible 
and multiple partners and some Indian observers dis-
trust the United States based on its unsettling history 
of arms embargoes. The United States will win some 
sales, as it has in the case of C-17 and C-130 trans-
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affairs. They emphasize national responsibilities and 
are delighted to have other countries such as India 
do more to provide for their own security. A more 
traditional realist worldview welcomes India as a 
strategic partner managing regional and global stabil-
ity. It wishes to see India assume greater burdens in 
providing security, exercising restraint in its region so 
as not to draw the United States into further conflicts. 
A third American school is globalist (or idealist) and 
sees the confluence of democratic values as the basis 
of the relationship between India and the United 
States. India’s success therefore is both congruent and 
essential to America’s interests, and the US-Indian re-
lationship is a “natural” one that should not be mort-
gaged to past fears of manipulation or future fears of 
ill-matched interests.9 Finally, a fourth school, also 
globalist, emphasizes institutional ties to the manage-
ment of the world economy and global commons. It 
welcomes Indian support in the International Atomic 
Energy Agency, G-20, global climate talks and the 
World Trade Organization.

The worldviews in each country cross cut and interact. 
Historically, nationalist schools dominated in India 
and globalist schools in the United States. Today, the 
United States is clearly stepping back from the in-
terventionist surge after 9/11. Do various groups in 
India perceive America to be in relative decline? Some 
nationalists in India welcome it. If the United States 
would “retrench more formally” from South Asia, ar-
gued Bharat Karnad, “the ball will then be in the court 
of the Indian government to make up its mind” on 
whether to continue as a “habitual free rider in secu-
rity.” Conference participants generally, however, were 
optimistic that America is not pulling back signifi-
cantly. The US drawdown in South Asia is seen at this 
point as more of a military, not political or economic, 
readjustment. And the idea that India and Pakistan 
may have to do more to solve their own problems is 
regarded as both long overdue and welcomed. Never-
theless, how India responds to the next terrorist attack 
with Pakistani roots once the United States is out of 
Afghanistan is an open question. Shifts in domestic 
sentiments may encourage more isolationist and na-
tionalist responses. 

Over 60 years, US strategy deliberately built a world 
in which open markets and the free exchange of 
people and ideas enabled other countries to rise and 

Democracy Assistance and Values-Based Co-
operation

India has significant democratic roots. As Amartya 
Sen points out, Buddhist councils under the Asoka 
dynasty in the third century BCE featured forums for 
spirited debates among elites not unlike and well be-
fore the Roman Senate that the West associates with 
its own democracies.8 Today, India enjoys (some say 
endures) a fractious democratic system that survived 
both colonialism under British rule and suspension 
of constitutional law under Indira Gandhi. India is a 
founding member of the Community of Democracies 
(established at Warsaw in 2000) and the UN Democ-
racy Fund. It participates in the Asia-Pacific Democ-
racy Partnership and the Bali Democracy Forum. Yet 
India hesitates to make democracy a centerpiece of 
US-Indian cooperation. Almost all Indian groups see 
India’s approach to Burma/Myanmar, for example, as 
a better example of how to promote human rights – 
patience and economic cooperation – than America’s 
approach of sanctions and isolation.

Bharat Karnad (hard nationalist): “Democracy 
promotion or nation-building should be no part of 
Indian agenda.” For example, “We lost Myanmar, 
because we were trying to be politically correct, 
and followed the American suggestion to boycott 
the military junta in Myanmar. And we have suf-
fered for it. We let the Chinese into Myanmar, and 
it’s damn difficult to get those guys out.”   

Lalit Mansingh (realist): “India is proud of its de-
mocracy, but I don’t think taking on an evangelical 
role in promoting democracy suits India’s interests. 
The fact is, there is no model that is available for 
us to promote democracy without making it seem 
partisan…” Referring to the example of Burma/
Myanmar: “Persuasion rather than sanctions 
should be the policy, and I think India is right in 
not making [democracy promotion] a plank of its 
foreign policy.” 

The Question of US Decline

Indian worldviews interact with American world-
views. Some Americans and their related institutes 
favor a more limited American involvement in world 
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for her contributions to this Policy Report. We would also like 
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neighton, and Joseph Natividad for their tremendous assistance 
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become part of the global system. In early stages, Eu-
rope, Japan, the initial Asian tigers, then the emerging 
markets of China, Brazil, Mexico and now India – all 
grew faster than America. America, of course, grew as 
well, acting self-confidently to encourage other coun-
tries to become “responsible stakeholders” in a free 
and prosperous world.

Is that strategy still in place? The United States’ 
post-World War II strategy of democratic defense, 
enlargement and economic liberalization and engage-
ment was supported by a broad coalition of domestic 
schools of thought — nationalists and realists because 
it deterred the Soviet Union, isolationists and global-
ists because it opened up entrepreneurial opportunity 
and economic freedom. Even after the Cold War, 
nationalists and globalists continued to support open 
markets for China—nationalists as long as alliances 
with Japan and South Korea remained strong and 
globalists as long as China liberalized internally and 
played by the rules. 

India is coming into the globalization game late. The 
movement to open global markets, judging from the 
stalemate in the Doha Round, may have peaked, and 
India, which is still far behind China in modernizing 
its economy, is entering these markets as commer-
cial sentiments in both India and the United States 
may be turning more insular. The globalist school of 
thought in each country is weakening, and the nation-
alist and realist schools strengthening. There are still 
specific areas where nationalists and realists in India 
and the United States can agree to cooperate, such 
as combating terrorism and soft balancing of China. 
But the grand postwar strategy, by which the United 
States and the West expanded markets and provided 
collective goods of security and liberal institutions to 
accommodate one rising power after another, may be 
giving way to a new model, one that now depends on 
what rising powers like China and India want and 
do. What sort of global vision will they have, and will 
that vision accommodate other powers peacefully? 
There is good reason to pay continued attention to the 
domestic foreign policy debates of aspiring and rising 
powers.
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